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The above video contains an astrological overview for the week
of 6th November 2017.
To get this week’s video horoscope for your specific zodiac
sign, click on the link corresponding to your sign:

Aries | Taurus | Gemini | Cancer | Leo |
Virgo | Libra | Scorpio | Sagittarius |
Capricorn | Aquarius | Pisces
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The week begins with Mercury moving into Sagittarius on
Monday. Mercury in Sagittarius is in detriment, meaning that a
planet won’t necessarily produce its best affects in a
particular location. Furthermore it will also go through a
retrograde, beginning on the 3rd December and therefore will
last through to 10th of January 2017 in the sign of the
Archer. This ten week period will also coincide with Mercury
going alongside Saturn in the last week of November and the
first week of December. So communication, which this planet
rules, is likely to be fluid due to the mutability of
Sagittarius, and issues of law and order, philosophy,
fairness, world trade, and international relations could all
be in the news or even strained. Facts are crucial but can
also be illusive. However this week also sees Mercury broadly

in semi-sextile, first with Venus and then also with Jupiter,
so there can be some opportunities for expansion, and
positivity.
Tuesday also sees Venus switch into the sign of Scorpio were
obviously she is passionate, intense, potentially sensual
here, but can also see transformation around our closest
relationships or property and financial issues. All this is
heightened hugely over the weekend as Venus goes alongside
Jupiter, one of the most fortunate bringing aspects of all.
This can also be very good for people’s love lives, but we
have to push ourselves outside of our comfort zones because
there can be a tendency to be a bit too self-indulgent, or
lack the drive to get things done. However, if you are lucky
enough to meet someone for the first time it could be a
relationship that can have a radical impact on your future.
Friday sees a Quarter Moon in Leo. Also a fixed sign like
Scorpio. It’s going to be important for us therefore to remain
flexible, and not take fixed positions and also be conscious
that if other people are enjoying some good fortune not to be
envious about this, and find a balance between spending money
in the careless pursuit of pleasure, against what’s really
sensible and wise. For more information or to watch your
zodiac sign Weekly Video forecast or join me at Free Daily,
Weekly and Monthly Horoscopes
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